
Sponsor Meeting 

Date/Time: 29/10/2013 – 1700 hrs 

Venue: Skype Call 

Attendees: Zoey Teo 

El-Malique Ghazali 

Chee Mei Hui Nicole 

Pooi Ching Png 

Hoe Bing Huan Dex 

Tam Chee Hong 

Agenda:  Show Chee Hong Demo & update him 

 

Topics of 

Discussion 

Content 

IPS Demo What are the add parameters field about? Most likely drag and drop. 

 

How would it affect the previous PAF templates & what would happen yet? 

Dummy fields created and hence when a new field is added, the fields will be empty/null for 

previous project submissions. 

 

How would the obsolete fields be reflected for older projects? Older projects will not have 

these fields & also includes the date of PAF template version.  

 

But isn’t it bad practice to keep on changing database? Validation in place – only Matthias 

can change. 

Chee hong: Edit database rows but not columns - Table of a table (i.e. relational database). 

Since it might be bad practice to violate MVC.  

 

-: Search results page in the same page which may lead to over scrolling. Can be separated.  

- Non editable project should be grayed out. 

- Spell out month completely. 

- Need to know currency for budget available.  

 

Is there a reason for your own projects and the search results to be on the same page (view 

your own project)?  

 

Should there be a search bar at the top.  

 

There should be a toggle/button to allow you to see every project. 

 

Search for a specific project not carried out that often.  

 

The search bar would reveal relevant results pertaining to the query – text search for ID, 

Project name, project description. No point giving them multiple options – like functional 

owner etc. 

 

Funny that audit log has its own page – Hence move it to the project details.  

 



On the home page, spacing seems to be very squeezed. 

 

Admin console to add new user where he can state who is a procurement staff. No need to 

care about networking to add people. Take it a standalone application. KIV function first.  

 

+ : Very good that it is based on the functional owner.  

 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 1800 hrs. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 

amendments reported in the next three days. 

 

Prepared by, 

El-Malique 

Vetted and edited by, 

Zoey 


